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Let X be a connected, locally connected, regular T,-space. The purpose of this paper is to 
prove that the multicoherence degree of the space obtained from X by an identification of two 
different points is the multicoherence degree of X plus one. This will allow us to obtain some 
ways to calculate the multicoherence degree of the one-point compactification of X when X is 
locally compact. 
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Introduction 
All spaces considered here are assumed to be regular and T, -spaces. In particular, 
X will always be a connected locally connected space. For any set A, #(A) denotes 
the number of elements of A (or 00 if this number is infinite). If Y is any space, 
%‘(Y) is the set of components of Y and 8,(Y) = #( %‘( Y)) - 1. Y is called insular 
if 8,(Y) is finite. Any closed connected subset of Y (not necessarily compact) is 
called a continuum of Y. For a connected space Y, the multicoherence degree, e(Y), 
of Y is defined by e( Y) = sup{&(A n B): Y = Au B and A and B are continua of 
Y}. If h(Y) = 0, Y is said to be unicoherent. Finally, if A is a subset of Y, we will 
denote by Y/A the space obtained from X by identifying A into a single point. 
In general, if 2 is a compactification of X, ti(Z) is not determined by properties 
of X alone. For example, it is possible to construct compactifications of the Euclidean 
plane with any preassigned multicoherence degree (it is enough to identify pairs of 
points in the boundary of the unit disk). However, for some important com- 
pacifications 2 of X it is possible to calculate r(2) using only properties of X. 
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In [9], Paez proved that if X is normal and PX denotes the Stone-Tech compac- 
tification of X, then r(X) = *(/3X). Another important compactification for locally 
compact spaces is the Freudenthal compactification, which will be denoted by -yX. 
Clapp and Dickman proved in [l] that two equivalent properties for the unicoherency 
of yX are the following: 
(a) X is weakly unicoherent, that is, if X = Au B where A and B are continua 
of X and A is compact, then An B is connected. 
(b) X is y-unicoherent, that is, if X = Au B where A and B are continua of X 
and Fr, (A), Frx (B) are compact, then A n B are connected. Paez in [9] generalized 
these results, thus giving characterizations of A( yX) in terms of intrinsic properties 
of x. 
If X is also a non-compact, locally compact space, we will denote by X, the 
one-point compactification of X. Since X, = X/(yX -X) and yX - X is zero- 
dimensional, in order to determinate 4(X,) just in terms of X, we only need to 
know what is the relation between k(X) and &(X/F), when F is a zero-dimensional 
subset of X. In this paper, we prove that b( X/ F) = e(X) + #(F) - 1 when F is finite. 
This is enough to obtain some ways to calculate b(Xm) which are generalizations 
of the following theorem of Dickman [3, Theorem 2.41: X, is unicoherent if and 
only if X is weakly unicoherent and X has the complementation property. 
The following definitions will be useful. If Y is any space a region of Y is an 
open connected subset of Y. A subset A of Y is simple in Y if A and Y-A are 
connected. An extension of Y is a space which contains Y as a dense subspace. If 
Z is an extension of Y and K is a closed subset of Z contained in Y, we define 
H(K)=#({DE%(Y-K):C1=(D)#CIY(D)}. The complementarydegree,c(Y,Z), 
of Y with respect to Z is defined by E( Y, Z) = sup{~( K) - 1: K is a continuum of Z 
and K c Y}. Finally, the multicoherence degree, h( Y, Z), of Y with respect to Z is 
defined by t( Y, Z) = sup{b,(A n B): A and B are continua of Y, A is closed in Z 
and Y = Au B}. For any positive integer n, fi denotes the set {1,2, . . . , n}. The 
letter m always denotes a non-negative integer. 
1. Relations among r(Z), h(X, 2) and z(X, Z) when Z-X is a single point 
Throughout this section, Z will denote an extension of X such that Z-X is 
closed in Z and Z is locally connected. The purpose of this section is to give some 
results which will be used to prove the main theorems of this paper. 
1.1. Proposition. (a) If U is a region of X and F is a compact subset of U, then there 
exists a region V of X such that F c V c Clx ( V) c U. 
(b) If w is a point of a region W of X and F is a closed subset of X - W such that 
G = Frx( W) - F is nonempty, then there exists a continuum H of X such that w E 
Hc WuGandHnGZO. 
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Proof. We only prove (b). Choose a point g E G and a region U of X such that 
ge UandCl,(U)nF=&let Vbeanycomponentof Un W.ThenCl,(V)nG#t?l 
and, by (a), there exists a continuum L of X such that w E L, L n V # 0 and L = W. 
Define H=LuCl,(V). Cl 
1.2. Proposition. Suppose X = Au B where A and B are closed subsets of X, O< 
&,(A) < CO, &,(A n B) 2 m and A n B is closed in Z. Then there exists a continuum N 
of Zcontained in Xsuch that &(AuN)=&(A)-1 and &((AuN)nB)sm-1. 
Furthermore, if&(A n B) = m, we may choose N in such a way that d,( (A u N) n B) = 
m-l. 0 
Proof. Put A n B = C, u + * * u C,,, where Cr , . . . , C,,,,, are closed, nonempty, pair- 
wise disjoint subsets of Z. Since A is insular, there exist F1, . . . , F, closed, nonempty, 
pairwise disjoint subsets of Z such that s 2 m + 1, C, u * * * u C,,,,, = F, u * - * u F, 
and each F, is contained in a component of A (when &,(A n B) = m, we choose 
F,, . . . , Fez+, as the components of An B). 
Let A,, A2 be closed, nonempty disjoint subsets of X such that A = A, u A,. It 
is easy to prove that there exist DE %(X-A) such that Cl,(D) n A1 # 0 and 
Cl,(D) n A2 # 0, then there exist i, jE S such that Frx(D) n A1 n F, # 0 and 
Fr, (D) n A2 n F, # 0. Fix a point w E W. Since Frz( D) c F1 u . . . u F, u (Z - X), 
we can apply (b) of Proposition 1.1. and we obtain two continua N,, N2 of 2 such 
that NicDuF,, N,cDuFj, wEN,nN,, N,nFi#O and N,nF,#0. Define 
N=N,uN,. 0 
1.3. Proposition. If p E X and k(X) 2 m, then there exist continua A and B of X such 
thatb,(AnB)>m,pEAnBandX=AuB. 
Proof. Let A,, B, be continua of X such that X =A,u B1 and &,(A, n B,)z m. 
Suppose that p r! A,. Then applying Proposition 1.2 to A, u {p} and B1 (considering 
X as an extension of itself), we can obtain a continuum N of X such that 
A, u N u {p} is connected (then p E N) and &,((A, u N u {p}) n B,) 2 m. El 
From now on, we suppose also that Z-X is a single point p. 
1.4. Lemma. c(Z) 2 a(X, Z). 
Proof. Let A and B continua of X such that A is closed in Z and X = Au B. Put 
B,=Clz(B), then Z=AuB, and &(AnB)=d,(AnB,). 0 
1.5. Lemma. r(Z) 2 c(X, Z). 
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Proof. Let K be a nonempty continuum of 2 such that Kc X and let 9 = 
{DE%(X-K): Cl,(D)#Cl,(D)}. Take a region U of Z such that pi 
U c Clz( U) c Z-K and let K1 E (e(Z - U) be such that K c K, , then K, is simple 
in Z (Theorem X of [7]). Define A = K, and B = Clz(Z- K,), then Z = Au B, 
AnBcU{D:DE~}andAnBnD#0foranyDE~.Hence((Z)~e,(AnB)~ 
n(K) - 1. This proves the lemma. q 
1.6. Lemma. Suppose that r = #(X, Z) and c = c(X, Z) are finite and that q is any 
point of X. Then there exist continua A and B of X and a region U of Z such that 
p~U,q~A,p~Cl~(B),AnCl,(U)=0,b~((AuCl,(U))nB)~r+c+l undX= 
AuBu(UnX). 
Proof. Let Al, B1 be continua of X such that X = A, u B,, &,(A, n B,) = r and A, 
is closed in Z. Let K be a continuum of Z such that K c X and n(K) - 1 = c. 
Suppose that {D,, . . . , D,+,}={DE %(X-K): Cl,(D)#Cl,(D)}. Choose points 
PI~D*,...,Pc+l~Dc+l. Applying, successively, Proposition 1.2, we can obtain 
continua AI, B2 of X such that X = A2 u B2, &,(A, n B2) = r, A2 is closed in Z and 
14, Pl, . . .,pc+J~&. Let Cl,..., C,,, be the components of A2 n B2. 
For a subset I of r + 1, define C, = lJ {C,: i E I}. Given a proper, nonempty subset 
I of r + 1, there exists D E %(X -AZ) such that Cl,(D) n C, # p) and Clx (D) n 
Cm-, # 0. Applying (b) of Proposition 1.1 we can find a continuum Nr of Z such 
that N,nC,#0, N1nC;;;TI-l#Oand N,cDu(A,nB,). 
Make L = A2 u (IJ {N,: I is a proper, nonempty subset of r+ 1)). Then L is a 
continuum of Z and L c X. Using (a) of Proposition 1.1. we can obtain a continuum 
K, of Z such that Lu K c K, c X. Let V be a region of Z such that p E 
VcCIZ(V)cZ-K,,let K,E%‘(Z-V)besuchthat K,cK,andlet U=Z-KZ. 
Define A = A2 and B = K2 n B,, then B is closed in Z. The connectivity of B 
follows from the connectivity of ( A2 n B2) u (IJ { Nt : I is a proper, nonempty subset 
of r+ 1)); and &((Au Clz( U)) n B) ar+c+l since Frz(U)nDi#O for any iE 
c+1. 0 
1.7. Theorem. 4(Z) 2 *(X, Z) +6(X, Z). 
Proof. By Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5, we may suppose that r = t(X, Z) and c = c(X, Z) 
are finite. Let q be any point of X and let A, B and U be as in Lemma 1.6. Applying 
Proposition 1.2 (considering Z as an extension of itself), we can find a continuum 
N of Z such that A u Clz( U) u N is connected and &((A u Clz( U) u N) n B) 3 
r+c. Then r(Z)==r+c. 0 
1.8. Lemma. Suppose that a(Z) = n is finite. Then there exist continua A, B, 
C,,...,Cn+, of Zsuch that Z=AuB, AnB=C,u...uC,,+,, pEIn&(C,,+,); 
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G,...,Cn+, are nonempty and pairwise disjoint; Fr,(C,,+,) is insular and for any 
DE %‘(2 - (A n B)), Clz( D) intersects at least two C,‘s. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.3, there exist A,, B, continua of 2 such that &,(A,, n II,,) = n, 
p E A,n BO and Z = A,u B,. Suppose that {F,, . . . , F,,,} = %(A,n B,) and that 
p E F,,,, . In fact, we may suppose that p E Int=(F,,+,). For i E n + 1, define Ci = F, u 
(l_J {DE %(Z-(A,n B,)): Fr=(D)= F,}). Then C,, . . . , C,,,, are pairwise disjoint 
continua of Z. 
Define A = AOu (C, u . . * u C,,,) and B = B,u ( C1 u * . . u C,,,). For i E ri, take 
G, E %‘(Z - C,,,,) such that Ci c G,, then Gi is simple in Z, so that Frz( Gi) is insular. 
Since Z-Cnt,=G,u~~~uG,+l, we have that Fr,(C,,+,)=Fr,(G,)u...u 
Fr=(G,+,). This proves that Fr,(C,,+,) is insular. 0 
1.9. Theorem. IJfe(Z) is$nite, then h(Z) 5 4(X, Z) + c(X, Z). 
Proof. Suppose that r = r(X, Z), c = c(X, Z) and n = c(Z) are finite and that n 2 1. 
Let A, B, Cl,. . . , C,,, be as in Lemma 1.8. We take U E (e(Z - (C, u * * * u C,,)) 
such that C,,, c Uandwesupposethat %‘(~VnX)={ui,.... U,,,}.Thenm-lsc 
and peCIZ(U,)n*. .nCl,(U,). 
Since Fr,( C,,,,) is an insular subset of U n X, we have that Fr,( C,,,) n CJi is a 
closed, nonempty, insular subset of Z for each i E 6. Using (a) of Proposition l.l., 
we can obtain a continuum M, of Z such that Fr,(C,+,) n Ui c M< c U,. Suppose, 
without loss of generality that (1, . . . , a}={iEfi: MinC1,(A-C,,+,)f0}andthat 
{b,...,m}={iEfi: M,nCl,(B-C,+,)#O} where l<a, OSm-b and bGa+l. 
Define A, = (A - C,,,,) u M, u. -SUM, and B,=(B-C,,+,)u(M,u***uM,). 
Then A,, and BO are closed in Z. 
We are going to prove that &,(A,) G a - 1. It is enough to prove that if A,, = H u L 
is a separation of AO, then (M, u * . . u M,) n L # 0. Suppose, on the contrary, that 
(M,u* ..uM,)nL=0. Then Au(M,u* * * u M,) = L u (H u C,,,,) is a separ- 
ation of the connected set Au (M, u * . . u M,). This contradiction proves that 
&(A,) G a - 1. Similarly &(B,) < m - b. For i E fi, define Lj = ( U, n C,,,,) u Mi. Then 
Li is closed in X. The connectivity of U, implies that Li is connected. 
We define A, = A0 and B, = B,u L, u. * * u L,. Then A, is closed in Z, B, is 
closed in X, X=A,uB, and A,nB,=C,u~~*uC,uM,u~~~uM,, so that 
&( A, n B,) = n + a - 1. Applying successively Proposition 1.2, one can construct 
continua A*, B” of X such that A, c A*, B, c B”, A* is closed in Z and &(A* n 
B*)=(n+a-l)-(&(A,)+&(B,)). Notice that ~,(B,)=&((B,u L,,u.. +u L,)u 
(Lu* *.uL,_,))G(m-b)+(b-l)=m-1. 
Hence c(X,Z)+c(X,Z)>&,(A*nB*)+c~n+c-m+l>n=J(Z). q 
1.10. Corollary. Ift(Z) is$nite, then r(Z) = r(X, Z) +c(X, Z). 
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2. Multicoherence of spaces obtained by identifying a finite number of points 
2.1. Lemma. Ifp is any point ofX, C is a connected subset ofX and D E %(X -{p}), 
then C n (D u {p}) is connected. Consequently, for any DE %(X -{p}), D u {p} is 
a connected, locally connected space. 
2.2. Lemma. IfpisanypointofXand9 = %(X-(p)), thene(X)=C,,, a(Du{p}). 
Proof. Suppose that %(X) 2 m. From Proposition 1.3, there exist continua A, B of 
Xsuchthatd,(AnB)~m,p~AnBandX=AuB.LetC,,...,C,+,beclosed, 
nonempty pairwise disjoint subsets of X such that An B = C, u * * . u C,,,,, and 
P E CrTI+, . IfD~9,then~(Du{p})~bo(An(Du{p})nB)~#({i~fi: DnCi#fl}. 
From here it follows that CDE9 r(D u {p}) 3 m. Hence, c(X) 6 CDE9 &(O u {p}). 
To prove the other inequality, we analyze two cases: 
(a) There exists D E 9 such that a(D) = co. Let n be any positive integer. Take 
continua A, B of D u {p} such that Au B = D u {p}, &(A n B) 2 n and p E A n B. 
Define AI = (X-D) u A and B, = B. Then Al, B, are continua of X, X = A, u B, 
and &(A, n B,) 2 n. Therefore r(X) = a. 
(b) r(D) is finite for each D E 9. For D E 9, take continua AD, BD of D u {p} 
such that D u {p} = AD u BD, p E A, n BD and &(A, n B,) = h(D u {p}). Define 
A = IJ {AD: DE 9} and B = iJ {B,: DE 9}. Then A, B are continua of X and 
X=AuB, so that a(X)~&,(AnB)=~,,,a(Du{p}). 0 
In the rest of this section we suppose that p and q are two different points of X, 
Y = X/{p, q} and that (Y : X + Y is the identification map. 
2.3. Lemma. h(Y)sc(X)+l. 
Proof. We put s = (u(p) = cu( q). Suppose that b(Y) 2 m. Then there exist closed 
subsets A, B and C,, . . . , Cm+l o f Y such that A, B are continua of Y, A n B = C1 u 
. ..uCnl+., Y=AuB, SEC,,, and C, ,..., C,,,,, are pairwise disjoint and non- 
empty. We define A, = a-‘(A) and B, = a-‘(B). Notice that &,(A,), &(B,) C 1. We 
end the proof if we can find continua AZ, B2 of X such that X = A,u B2 and 
&(A, n B2) + 12 112. For this we analyze two cases: 
(a) K’(C,+,) is connected. In this case A, and B, are connected, and we set 
AZ=A, and B2= B,. 
(b) a -‘(C,,,+,) is not connected. In this case &(A, n B,) 2 m + 1. If A, is con- 
nected, we put A2 = A,. If AI is not connected, we apply Proposition 1.2 (considering 
X as an extension of itself) and we obtain a continuum A2 of X such that Al c A2 
and &(A, n B,) 2 m. Analogously, there exists a continuum B2 of X such that 
B,c B2 and b,(A,nB,)sm-1. 0 
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2.4. Lemma. h( Y) 2 +I( X) - 1. 
Proof. This follows from the assertion: If A and B are closed subsets of X, then 
&,(cK(A)~(Y(B))~&,(A~B)-1. 0 
2.5. Lemma. If X - {p} is connected, then b( Y) = h(X) + 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, we may suppose that h(X) is finite. Put D = X -{p}. From 
Corollary 1.10, we know that h(X) = 2(D, X)+c(D, X). Applying Lemma 1.6 we 
obtain continua A, B of D and region U of X such that p E U, q E A, p& 
Cl,(B) d,((AuClx(U))nB)~~(D,X)+c(D,X)+l, AnClx(U)=O and D= 
AuBu(UnD). Define Ai=(~(Aucl~(U)) and B,=a(B). Then A,, B, are 
continua of Y, Y = A, u B, and &,(A, n B,) 3 h(X) + 1. Therefore ti( Y) 3 b(X) + 1. 
The inequality of Lemma 2.3 completes the proof. 0 
2.6. Theorem. 2( Y) = r(X) + 1. 
Proof. We put s=a(p) =a(q). Let Don %‘(X-{p}) be such that qE Do. Define 
X, = Do u {p}, 2, = cx(X,) and Y, = X,/{p, q}. Then 2, and Y, are homeomorphic 
and~(X)+1=a(Y,)=~(2,).Wemake~,=Ce(X-{p})-{D,},8=~(Y-(s))~= 
%(Z, -{s}). It is easy to prove that for each DE 9,, D u {p} is homeomorphic to 
a(D)u{s} and ME 8, moreover, %(Z,-{s})=%-{a(D): DEB,}. Then 
4(X)+1= C ~Du{P~)+~D,~{PI)+~ 
DC9, 
=,z9 44D))u{sl)+ C 4E u {sl) 
= 1 l(E”{S)) 
EE%-{CL(D): DEL?,} 
Efz % 
= 2(Y). 
Therefore a( Y) = a(X) + 1. 0 
2.7. Corollary. IfF is a jinite subset of X, then 4(X/F) = r(X) + #(F) - 1. 
3. Multicoherence of one-point compactifications 
Throughout this section, we suppose also that X is locally compact and not 
compact. Let yX be the Freudenthal compactification of X. Some properties of this 
compactification are the following: 
(a) yX -X is zero-dimensional [6, 31 Chap. VI]. 
(b) yX is locally connected [2, Theorem 4.11. 
(c) Any two disjoint closed subsets of X with compact boundaries have disjoint 
closures in yX [8]. 
(d) yX is a perfect compactification of X (see definition below) [6,39 Chap. VI]. 
(e) h( yX) = min{2(2): 2 is a compactification of X} [9]. 
Furthermore, yX is the unique compactification of X satisfying (a) and (b) [8], 
and is also the unique compactification of X satisfying (a) and (d) [lo, Theorem 31. 
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In [9], Paez defines the weak multicoherence degree, cW(X), of X by bw(X)= 
sup{&,(A n B): A and B are continua of X, X = Au B and A is compact} and the 
y-multicoherence degree, a,(X), of X by c,(X) =sup{&(An B): A and B are 
continua of X, X = Au B and Fr,(A), Fr, (B) are compact}. Then X is weakly 
unicoherent when +(X) = 0 and X is y-unicoherent if r,(X) = 0. He proves that 
r(-yX) = r&X) = a,(X). Notice that if 2 is a compactification of X, then cw(X) = 
4X, Z). 
If Z is a compactification of X and U is an open subset of X, we define 
( U) = Cl, (X - U). A compactification Z of X is called perfect if for any two disjoint 
open subsets U and V of X, the condition (U u V) = (U) u ( V) holds. Some proper- 
ties of perfect compactifications appear in [6] and [lo]. 
If K is a compact subset of X, we define M(K)=#({DE %(X-K): Clx(D) is 
not compact}). The number of ends, a(X), of X is defined by a(X) = sup{ m( K): K 
is a compact subset of X}. We define the complementation degree, c(X), of X by 
c(X) = sup{m(K) - 1: K is a compact connected subset of X}. We say that X has 
the complementation property if c( X) = 0. Notice that c(X) = c( X, Z) for any compac- 
tification Z of X. 
We will denote by X, = X u {pm} the one-point compactification of X and by 
PX its Stone-Tech compactification. 
3.1. Proposition. C(X) can be calculated by: 
(a) c(X) =&&IX-X) =max{&(Z-X): Z is a compactzjication 0fX). 
(b) c(X) =8(X) - 1. 
(c) c(X) = &(Z -X) for any perfect compactzjication Z 0fX. 
(d) c(X)=#(yX-X)-l. 
Proof. First, we will prove that &,(pX -X) 2 e(X) - 1. Suppose that k(X) 3 m 3 1. 
Take a compact subset K of X and D,, . . . , D, E %‘(X - K) such that, for any 
i E fi, Clx(Di) is not compact. We define U, = Di, . . . , U,,,_, = II,_1 and U,,, = 
u{DE%‘(X-K):D&{(DI,..., D,-1}}. Since /3X is a perfect compactification of 
X (see [S]), we have that (PX -X) n (U,), . . . , (PX -X) n (U,,,) is a cover of 
/3X -X by open, nonempty pairwise disjoint subsets of PX - X. Then e&IX -X) s 
m-l. Hence &(pX-X)2,(X)-l. 
Now, we will prove that C(X) >&(/?X - X). Suppose that &(/3X -X) 3 m. We 
put pX -X = C, u * . . u C,,,,, where C, , . . . , C,,,,, are closed, nonempty pairwise 
disjoint subsets of /?X -X. Take U,, . . . , U,,,,, open, pairwise disjoint subsets of 
pXsuchthatC,cU,,...,C,+,cU,+,.WedefineK,=PX-(U,u...uU,+,). 
Since X is locally connected and locally compact, one can construct a continuum 
K of X such that K, c K c X. Let U E %‘(Xcn- K) be such that POE U. Then 
m G d,( U n X) S c(X). Hence &,(/IX -X) c c(X). 
Clearly, e(X) - 12 C(X). Hence, (a) and (b) hold. To prove (c), we take a perfect 
compactification Z of X. By Lemma 2 of [ lo], we have that the natural mapf: /3X + Z 
is monotone (this means that f-‘( ) z is connected for any z E Z). This implies that 
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f-‘(A) is connected for each connected subset A of 2. From here, it follows that 
qpx-X)=&(Z-X). 0 
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 2.4 of [3]. 
3.2. Theorem. r(Xm) = e(X) + c&X). 
Proof. By Theorem 1.7, we may suppose that c(X) + c&X) is finite. Then yX -X 
is finite by Proposition 3.1. By the comments preceding Proposition 3.1 and by 
Corollary 2.7, we have that is(X,,J = h( yX) + #( yX -X) - 1 = c(X) + rw(X). 0 
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